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Why do you need to calibrate your 
images before stacking them?

The quality of an uncalibrated image frame can be compromised by a number of sources 
located within the camera and the optical train. 

Camera Noise - Thermal signal is created in the camera by heat. Electrons generated from heat 
that are indistinguishable from electrons generated by photons from deep-sky objects. These 
thermal electrons show up as hot pixels and random color blotches in the same place in every 
image. Because they are actually signal, and because they are in the same place, they can be 
removed by taking a "dark frame" - a frame with the same exposure time and camera cooling as 
your normal light frame, but with the lens or telescope capped so no light reaches the sensor. When 
you subtract this dark frame from your light frame to remove the noise you are left with just the 
thermal signal of your target.

Optical Train Aberrations -  Aberrations in an optical train can be introduced by contaminants 
within the OTA or from how light may not pass as uniformly as it should through your telescope. 
Contamination on the optical elements such as dust, finger smudges, dried water droplets, etc...are 
just a few examples of aberrations that can be corrected. These aberrations are far more noticeable 
in an image if the source is located closer to the imaging chip on your camera. For example, a small 
dust grain on your camera sensor will have a FAR GREATER impact than a scratch on your mirror 
surfaces, or on the corrector plate of your SCT. The way light is transmitted onto or through your 
optical surfaces can cause non-uniform light transmission causing vignetted images or 
unreasonable halos.

All noise and aberrations need to be removed from images 
before stacking or the problem will be magnified!!!!



  

What are Flat frames?
Imperfections in an optical train can be introduced by contaminants within the OTA or from how light 
may not pass as uniformly as it should through your telescope. A flat frame (as shown below) 
highlights all these imperfections such as dust donuts, secondary mirror vanes, non uniform light path, 
etc. These imperfections will show up in your images and can be removed by subtracting flat frames 
from your image frames.



  

How to create a master Flat frame?
How to determine target exposure for your flat frames
Take an exposure where the max ADU value is about 1/3 to 1/2 full well capacity of 
your cameras sensor. For example, a KAF-8300 sensor has a full well capacity of 
25,500 electrons (e-) / .37 gain = 68,919 max ADU * .3 =  20,675 ADU as a max 
target value for flats for this camera.

https://youtu.be/f0LOjvwrGrk?t=32s

Below is a sample video of how to create a flat frame series using a 
light panel and Nebulosity 4

What light source to use to evenly illuminate your telescopes 
optical path

1)Cover the objective of your telescope with a white tee-shirt that has a tight weave 
and no stains. The white tee-shirt will act as your diffuser. Then take your flat 
frames at twilight on a cloudless evening for even illumination of your diffuser. 
Only problem with this technique is that it is hard to get a lot of flats in 
short time of twilight

2)Use a light box which fits on end of telescope with an internal white surface which 
is unblemished. This can be used anytime but be careful not to allow any outside 
light sources

3)Use a light panel over objective. Preferably one that has an adjustable light 
intensity. This can be used anytime but be careful not to allow any outside light 
sources   

https://youtube.com/embed/f0LOjvwrGrk?start=32&rel=o&autoplay=1


  

Flat Frame Diffusers and Light Sources

Light Panel

Tee Shirt Acrylic Sheet

Light Box



  

What are Dark frames?
Thermal signal is created in the camera by heat. Electrons generated from heat are indistinguishable 
from electrons generated by photons from deep-sky objects. These thermal electrons show up as hot 
pixels and random color blotches in the same place in every image. Because they are actually signal, 
and because they are in the same place, they can be removed by taking a "dark frame" - a frame with 
the same exposure time and camera cooling as your normal light frame, but with the lens or telescope 
capped so no light reaches the sensor.

Below is an example of a dark frame created on an SBIG 8300 Monochrome camera with a cooling set 
point at -24 degrees below ambient temperature and a 5 minute exposure. 



  

Effect of subtracting Dark frames

Zoomed in picture segment without dark 
frame subtracted

Zoomed in picture segment with dark 
frame subtracted

Notice the white dots present 
all over this picture that are 
gone in the calibrated version



  

How to create a master Dark frame?

1.Make sure the telescope objective is covered and no light 
sources leaking through before taking your dark frames

2.Make sure you set your acquisition software for “Dark 
Frame” acquisition before capturing images

3.Make sure the dark frames your capturing match the 
exact exposure time, binning value, and camera cooling 
temperature set-point as when capturing your light frames

4.Take a minimum of 20 dark frames, but typically the more 
the better within reason. Make sure the number of dark 
frames match the number of Bias frames for proper 
calibration of your dark frames using your Bias 
frames

You can create a Dark Library using different cooling set-points and 
exposure times that match the image acquisition settings you typically use. 
In this way you do not have to capture dark frames every time you capture 
light frames. BUT remember the ambient temperature makes a 
difference. 



  

What are Bias frames?
Any imaging sensor will have noise that is produced by the electrical system itself. 
By this we don’t mean the dark current (shown in Dark Frames), but just the sensor 
picking up electrons from the processes of the electrical system itself. Most of the 
time this will have a fixed pattern, and therefor can be calibrated. When combining 
many bias frames you will create a master Bias that will be a capture of this fixed 
noise pattern. You need to subtract this from flats and dark frames because those 
frames have this pattern as well.

Here is a sample of a Bias frame.



  

How to create a master Bias frame?

1.Make sure the telescope objective is covered and no light 
sources leaking through before taking your Bias frames

2.Make sure you set your acquisition software for “Bias 
Frame” acquisition before capturing images

3.Set the exposure time to the fastest your camera 
supports

4.Make sure the binning value matches your dark frames
5.Take a minimum of 20 Bias frames, but typically the more 

the better within reason. Make sure the number of Bias 
frames match the number of Dark frames for proper 
calibration of your Dark frames using your Bias 
frames



  

Example of Image Frame before and 
after Calibration



  

Example Process Flow for Image 
Calibration using CCDStack

https://youtu.be/S3iAibqDAEM

https://youtube.com/embed/S3iAibqDAEM?autoplay=1


  

Image Calibration demo using 
Nebulosity 4

https://youtu.be/OMhLYg-xPuc?t=14m18s

https://youtube.com/embed/OMhLYg-xPuc?startt=14m18s&autoplay=1


  

Image Registration Image Registration 
and Stackingand Stacking



  

What is the purpose of Image 
Stacking?

In short, the longer the individual shot, the more faint stuff you can get. The 
more shots you get (long or short) for stacking, the lower the noise will be.

In short the point is to lower 
the noise and increase the 

signal...which is your target!



  

 Image Registration and Stacking 
demo using CCDStack 2

https://youtu.be/yG_3QwETI44

https://youtube.com/embed/yG_3QwETI44?autoplay=1


  

 Image Registration and Stacking 
demo using Nebulosity 4

https://youtu.be/yG_3QwETI44

https://youtube.com/embed/yG_3QwETI44?autoplay=1


  

Planetary Video frame evaluation and 
stacking demo using AutoStakkert

https://youtu.be/Ci_aMmO4DBA

https://youtu.be/xuvUew-0ccs?t=14s
Lunar Stacking Demo

Jupiter Stacking Demo

https://youtube.com/embed/Ci_aMmO4DBA?autoplay=1
https://youtube.com/embed/xuvUew-0ccs?start=14&autoplay=1


  

Questions?
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